
B. Activating an already Numbered Flight Plan
(We will activate Flight Plan number 15.)

1. ROTATE the Left Outer knob to select the flight plan pages.

2. ROTATE the Left Inner knob to select the desired flight plan (FPL 15).

3. PRESS the Left                 button. This will activate the cursor function on the left page AND

highlight  USE ?  (If you wanted to use this flight plan in reverse, ROTATE the Outer knob

one click clockwise to highlight  USE ?  INVRT ? .)

4. PRESS            . The left side changes to FPL 0 and displays all the waypoints in the flight plan.

When the unit is ready to navigate in the flight plan mode, the symbol  "      " will appear

between the starting  and the next waypoint (active waypoint). See NOTE below.

(See Appendix C, page 31, for screens.)

NOTE: In order to get proper indications on your external CDI or HSI, the OBS/LEG switch must

be in the LEG mode and the NAV/GPS switch must be in the GPS mode.
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C. Deleting a Numbered Flight Plan
(We will delete Flight Plan number 12.)

1. ROTATE the Left Outer knob to the Flight Plan Page.

2. ROTATE the Left Inner knob to select the specific flight plan to be deleted (FPL 12).

3. PRESS            . The words  DELETE FPL ?  will appear highlighted at the top of the left screen

asking you if you want to delete the flight plan.

4. PRESS            to delete this flight plan.

 (If you made a mistake or did not want to delete this flight plan PRESS             before you

press             .)

D. Deleting a Waypoint (We will delete STONS intersection.)

1.  ROTATE the Left Outer knob to the Flight Plan Pages.

2.  ROTATE the Left Inner knob to select the flight plan to be modified (FPL 20).

3.  PRESS the Left                button.

4.  ROTATE the Left Outer Knob as necessary to position the cursor over the waypoint to be

deleted (STONS).

5.  PRESS           . The letters DEL will appear to the left of the identifier and a question mark will

follow the identifier.  DEL  STONS?

6.  PRESS            and the waypoint will be deleted from the flight plan. The other waypoints will be

correctly repositioned.

7.  PRESS the Left                button.

NOTE: Deleting a waypoint from the Active Flight Plan (FPL 0) will not change how the flight plan

is stored.
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